Abstract -Concept Trees are a type of database that can organise arbitrary textual information using a very simple rule. Each tree tries to represent a single cohesive concept and the trees can link with each other for navigation and semantic purposes. The trees are therefore a type of semantic network and would benefit from having a consistent level of context for each of the nodes. The Concept Tree nodes have a mathematical basis allowing for a consistent build process. These would represent nouns or verbs in a text sentence, for example. New to the design can then be lists of descriptive elements for each of the nodes. The descriptors can also be weighted, but do not have to follow the strict counting rule of the tree nodes. With the new descriptive layers, a much richer type of knowledge can be achieved and still reasoned over automatically. The linking structure of the licas network is very relevant to building the concept trees now and forms the basis for their construction. The concept tree -symbolic neural network relation is also extended further.
Introduction
The term 'concept base' has been used previously ([6] or [11] , for example) and has been adopted in [4] to describe a database of heterogeneous sources or arbitrary concepts. They would be more similar to an OO database than a relational one, for example. The term 'concept' can be used to describe a single value or a complex entity equally and so the concept base can store information from any kind of data source. If the information is arbitrary, it is probably the case that some level of structure must first be added to the information, before it can be consistently processed, data mined, or reasoned over. A formal and mathematical process for doing this was described in [3] , where tree-like structures could be built to represent the more arbitrary concept groups that are presented.
A concept tree is essentially and AND/OR graph of related concepts in the sense that DCS 17 June 2016 2 vertically, all nodes in a path would be included, but different sibling branches can be selected. The mathematical rule that was introduced allows for a consistent structure across all of the trees, giving each tree structure more integrity. Even if the concept that it represents is quite abstract, the integrity would mean that it can be used or shared between different scenarios. So the tree structure is the basic building block for the database and can also be normalised. This paper extends the initial concept tree structure, by adding layers of descriptive elements to each node. The tree nodes form a more permanent structure, but descriptors can put them into context. This context can help with a more dynamic type of reasoning and the descriptors can also form associations. To keep the structure flexible, the dynamic linking mechanism [5] can be used to link descriptors. The linking structure of the licas [5] [7] network is very relevant in building the concept trees now and forms the basis for their construction. As part of a more complete system, the relation with the symbolic neural network [4] is developed again in the following sections.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: section 2 reviews concept trees and introduces the new descriptor layers. Section 3 gives some related work. Section 4 describes a possible query language and process, while section 5 describes the computer program and tests that have been written. Finally, section 6 gives some conclusions on the work.
Concept Trees
The concept trees have been described previously in [3] and again in [2] . They start with a base node that is extended by branches of related nodes. A strict frequency count rule does not allow a branch node to have a higher count than the parent node. This is actually the case if the tree is always updated starting from the base, but might not be the case if the tree can be updated from other places. As part of the construction process therefore, trees can be split into two or more, where links between the parts can be maintained, to help with navigation between related concepts. The paper [3] gives a more formal set of rules that would help to build the concept base in a normalised way and also how to update and re-structure it. Because 'drank milk' is important to more than one tree, it is a separate tree that gets linked to (key M) by the other concepts, for example. If a tree node always links to the base of another tree, then similarities with the pointerbased system in computer programming languages can be made and might help with understanding. The linking mechanisms are mostly dynamic, where the frequency counts are already that way and so there is probably no reason to replace that with the 3-level linking mechanism [5] . Links between trees could use the linking mechanism however, because the path description can store key values, for example. For the descriptor layers, the original linking mechanism with its 3-levels can again be used.
Adding New Trees
New trees can be created from text streams that are parsed into word sequences that can then build the tree structures. There are different ways to parse the text stream, including a statistical evaluation first of the most popular words, to be used as base nodes; or possibly simply parsing each sentence separately and adding as is. Natural language is already highly structured and intelligent and so parsing and using as is would pass some of that structure onto the concept base. When a new tree instance is added, some terms might overlap with 
Contextual Descriptors
A new suggestion for this paper is that the tree nodes should only be nouns or verbs. These are more solid and static real-world concepts, as opposed to the more transitory descriptive ones. The nouns and verbs would therefore make up the static tree structure. Each node would then be allowed to have any number of descriptors -adjectives for nouns and adverbs for verbs. For simplicity and a clear process, the descriptors can link only to other descriptors and do not determine new structure themselves. They would also be moved or re-structured with the parent concept.
As shown in Figure 1 , there is a black cat, but the cat could also be white, tabby, or whatever. Also, a thirsty boy, who might also be hungry. So this type of context could change the meaning completely and could result in a requirement for different trees, to link up different sets of concepts. If the descriptor or context nodes are more transitory, then they do not have to follow the strict counting rule of the parent concepts and so they can build more arbitrary relations with other descriptors in the same tree or across trees.
Although, a descriptor should still not have a larger count than its parent, but might have over other descriptors in other tree places. Figure 2 is a version that has added layers of descriptors for each node. In that figure, the black lines are the tree structure, the blue lines are from the concept to its descriptors and the dashed lines link descriptors with each other. 
Related Work
This paper is based on the earlier papers by the author [2] - [5] . In particular, [2] and [3] describe the concept trees and symbolic neural network working together, while [4] describes the symbolic neural network and the query language that is to be used. The book [5] writes about the original linking ideas, including the permanent and dynamic links that are now part of the concept base. The software has been written with the help of the licas system [7] and also OpenNLP [9] and WordNet [1] [8] . Two earlier examples of other concept databases include [6] and [11] . As the concept base is also a type of semantic network, one reference for that would be [10] .
Query language
A query can take the form of a tokenised list of words. This can be read as natural language from a text sequence, for example. If plain text is read, then some pre-processing can help.
As with constructing the concept base, the more common words or punctuation can be DCS 17 June 2016 6 removed first, where the licas [7] classes can help with that. OpenNLP [9] was then used to parse a sentence into associated word phrases. Each word phrase would then be presented as a single tree structure to the concept base. To recognise the word types in the group, WordNet [1] [8] was used. Nouns and verbs need to be recognised first. Then, if a noun has an adjective either side of it, it can be added as a descriptor for the noun. If a verb has an adverb either side of it, it can be added as a descriptor for the verb. There is some ambiguity, because the descriptor might belong to the word before or after it, but the database update process would help to confirm what is correct. For example, add the descriptor anywhere it may be relevant and it will only be updated and subsequently used if it is in fact returned as part of a search process.
With tokenised word sequences, a Horn clause [4] might be an appropriate query construct and would keep things relatively simple, although, changing the minor features in the implementation can change what a query result would be. In that paper, each clause part was an attribute with a related value. Here it is a tree concept with a related descriptor.
Each query part could therefore be represented by a noun or verb and related descriptor, where the query process would try to find all trees that match with the terms. If a slot is empty, then a returned tree can make a suggestion for the missing information. Ordering of the clauses might not be possible if strict ordering is not maintained in the trees. But natural language still uses natural word groups, where each phrase should map to distinct tree parts. If the descriptors link with other descriptors, then cycles in the search paths can be found -from concept to concept and from a concept descriptor back to an earlier concept descriptor. Otherwise, paths that simply traverse all of the terms can be found and links between the trees that satisfy the query should be favoured. There could then be different solution sets that could be measured as more or less correct.
Symbolic Neural Network
The concept trees have also been used as part of a cognitive model. In that model, they provide a more static and knowledge-based structure but link-up with a more dynamic type of neural network. The other half of the design is the symbolic neural network of [4] , where that paper also mentions the query language. That model was more autonomous and DCS 17 June 2016 7 experience-based, but it was able to use the same type of query construct, with the idea that if all of the clause parts are found, they can be grouped or combined into a top global node that is representative of them. For example, food items can be grouped into a recipe.
So while the research of this paper is to link-up the separate tree parts for multiple query constraints, that could be passed over to the symbolic network that then re-groups those into a global concept with some significance or meaning. This naturally joins the two types of construct together and there are even small or local circuits (cycles) in the trees themselves that could help to confirm the correct paths, for example.
Computer Program and Test Scenarios
A test program has been written in the Java programming language. It does not implement the concept base in full, with regard to the re-structuring rules, but it allows for trees to be added and then searched over. The program can read a text document, parse it into sentences, remove the additional formatting and then use OpenNLP to construct each phrase or word group. WordNet then helps to parse this into concepts with related descriptors. Each phrase is then presented to the concept base and added as a tree structure. A similar process can be used to update the concept base, so that links can be created. Another set of text sentences, for example, can be parsed in the same way and used to search over the concept base trees. Sets of trees that satisfy the criteria can be retrieved and related links updated. This is still a query process, but the process that a human might use would ask for some information or knowledge to be returned. Therefore, Parsing text documents gives a variable list of terms to add, but they can still be added as each instance and rely on linking to make them reliable or permanent. If a node or descriptor is incorrect or unsuitable, it will probably not be used as part of a query result DCS 17 June 2016 8 and so it will not get linked to. This also allows for a small amount of ambiguity in the sentence parsing, because the subsequent link updates can help to remove the error. So the descriptor can be added both to any noun or verb that comes before and/or after it in the parsed term list, if there is any confusion. The sentence parsing necessarily repeats word terms, where an N-Gram style of checking might be possible but it is not used as part of the current implementation. The extra coding and fine tuning of parameters are not required for a first test version.
Example Scenario
A very simple example would be parsing the sentence 'Jack wore a white shirt and blue 
Conclusions
The concept trees have been enhanced with layers of descriptors. This provides a richer level of knowledge and would make them more useful in practice. The query structure of a Horn clause [4] also looks appropriate, at least for a more simple solution and the idea of an attribute name and value is the same as the concept name and descriptor of this paper. The concept tree -neural network structure of [2] or [3] has also been developed as it becomes clear that the two parts work very well together. It has always been suggested that positive feedback would be a good way of updating links dynamically. In [5] it was from queries over a distributed network and it is a similar scenario in this paper. A human-based decision to approve a query result can add intelligence that is missing in the system. This update or reinforcement process then provides an automatic mechanism for the symbolic neural network to re-cluster the concept groups back into some type of larger global concept. As DCS 17 June 2016 9 the global concept can still be arbitrary its actual use may be questionable, but it still represents something that has been queried for and the references will link to the base tree concepts that probably do represent something more specific. The symbolic neural network nodes can also trigger each other, to bring in other groups of related nodes. Therefore, lots of trees that might not be known to be related, can be grouped by the neural network, retrieved and reasoned over as part of an automatic process.
